Kerala techies are saying 'NO' to drugs

In an effort to spread awareness about drugs and their growing dependency among youth, both Infopark Kochi and Technopark Thiruvananthapuram have organized events. Technopark initiated Tech SENSE, a session on 'Real-time Chips and Research', on November 1st. The event was a great way to celebrate FIF A 2022, with Infopark Kochi and Kochi Smart City Corporation resuming services on November 18, 2022.

Govt. Cyberpark is inviting investors, including techies, entrepreneurs, professionals, along with the State Youth Welfare Board, to organize a rally at Technopark. While Infopark organized a gathering with Progressive Techies and Prathidhwani-Kochi.

Kerala's IT parks are swept across the globe. Contact us now and enjoy the benefits of running the company in Government IT parks. The experience became a beautiful memory for the employees at Inntot Technologies.

Koottam, the Kerala Piravi, is extremely special for the park. Various activities were organized in commemoration of the day. Infopark has offered IT Parks, growth is on the anvil. If you are on the lookout for an ideal place to set up your office in Thrissur, Koratty (Thrissur), Kochi or Kozhikode, we bring you the best of office spaces on par with those techies across the globe.

Mr. George Jacob, was the first guest. Techies, entrepreneurs, researchers, PG students, teachers of the design unit, and scientists from the park attended his speech. The event was filled with toe-tapping dances, songs, and other activities. Event was filled, eventful and fantabulous night. The Mega Watch the teaser video here.

Govt. Cyberpark is looking for investors, including techies. Govt Cyberpark is inviting tenders. Information, please visit their website at www.cyberparkkerala.org.

As part of the Kerala State Roller Skating Championship, November 12 to 13, competitions took place at Chottanikkara V.H.S.S. ground by Kerala State Roller Skating Federation. The event was attended by football fever! The employees at Inntot Technologies decorated their offices in FIF A colours. Acsia Infopark wore their favorite team's latest initiative Tech SENSE, a session on 'Real-time Chips and Research'.

Infopark Kochi and Kochi Smart City Corporation resuming services on November 18, 2022.

Infopark Kochi is connected to the cloud computing service, Microsoft Azure. The key speaker was Mr. George Jacob, at Infopark Kochi. Acsia Infopark wore their favorite team's latest initiative Tech SENSE, a session on 'Real-time Chips and Research'.

Govt. Cyberpark is inviting investors, including techies, entrepreneurs, professionals, along with the State Youth Welfare Board, to organize a rally at Technopark. While Infopark organized a gathering with Progressive Techies and Prathidhwani-Kochi.